
Pollution
Solutions

8 (45-minute) sessions

Students research, design, and create 3-D 
solutions to some of the most prevalent 
human-caused environmental problems 
facing our earth, such as air pollution, 
water pollution, and global warming.

Big Idea:
When we work within the mindset of �nding solutions, 
we are better able to understand our role as individuals
 in solving problems and visualizing ourselves as integral 
parts of the whole.

What are the causes and e�ects of air pollution, 
water pollution, global warming, and other environmental 
problems?
How can we conceptualize and design a 3-D solution to an 
environmental problem? 
How can we record an artistic and verbal solution to 
minimize the impact of an environmental problem?

Essential Questions:

Studio Habits of Mind

Develop Craft
Envision

Alignment
National Arts Standards

VA: Cr1.1.7
Apply methods to overcome 
creative blocks.

VA: Cn11.1.7
Analyze how response to art is 
in�uenced by understanding the 
time and place in which it was 
created, the available resources, 
and cultural uses.

VA: Cr2
Re�ne and complete  artistic work.

Express

Science
Academic Subject of Integration: 



Hetland, L. (2013). Studio thinking 2: The real bene�ts of visual arts education. NY: Teachers College Press.
This module uses the Studio Habits of Mind as adapted from: 

Module Snapshot

Work time: 

Materials 

SESSION 3 

SESSION 2

SESSION 1 

Sketchbooks/other

Computers
Research worksheets
Pencils, erasers
Information packets

Example Learning Goals

Assessment
Formative Summative

Students participate in a presentation to the class 
(and/or on camera) to explain their process and display 

their �nal product.

Introduction PPTX
Doc cam/projector

Research worksheets
Information packets
Pencils, erasers

Pencils, erasers

1. I can give at least three 
examples of human-caused
environmental problems.

2. I can participate in brain-
storming sessions.

1.  I can work in a team to 
compromise on an issue.

2. I can read silently and take 
notes.

1.  I know how to search for 
reputable Internet sites to �nd 
information.

Students engage in on-task Internet research and 
complete research worksheets. Verbal-share out of 

successes.


